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Motivation

The social sciences are experimen ng what some authors have called a “credibility revolu on”

(Angrist and Pischke, 2010), the rise of “causal empiricism” (Samii, 2016), or simply a “causal

revolu on” (Pearl and MacKenzie, 2018).

The enormous progress in the last decades is associated with the development of two frameworks

that allow researchers to transparently handle causal ques ons: Poten al Outcomes (Neyman-

Rubin) and the Structural Causal Model (Wright-Pearl).

Both languages are formally equivalent, but not equally expressive.

The problem: Different disciplines and research communi es have adopted each language sepa-

rately, producing diverging research prac ces:

In the PO tradi on, emphasis on quasi-experiments and so-called “research templates”: Keep

design and analysis simple, calls for design-based causal inference.

In the SCM tradi on, emphasis on observa onal studies and understanding the en re DGP:

Dealing with complex processes using DAGs, recogni on of causal inference as model-based.

Wherewe agree: Causal inference require untestable assump ons (“No causes in, no causes out”)

Where we disagree: How to encode and assess the “causes in”? What cons tutes credible causal

inference? How much “modeling” does it require?

Diagnosis: The choice between model-free as opposed to model-based causal inference is a false

dilemma, diver ng us from addressing the mostly harmful prac ce of model-blind research

Empirical research do not univocally map into research templates (“iden fica on strategies”)

Quasi-experiments do not totally bypass the need to model the process under study

Observa onal studies do not require to model the en re data genera ng process

Causal graphical models can help to assess the strength of evidence as it is

To DAG or not to DAG?

Causal inference without DAGs: Somewhat ironically, graphical models in causal inference have

been advised against on two different grounds: they are either trivial or dangerous.

“Credible empirical research is too simple for DAGs to be useful; se ngs where DAGs can prove useful

are too complex to be credible”

Causal inference with DAGs: Proponents of DAGs has emphasized their u lity in different stages

of the research process:

During training, DAGs are used as graphical scaffoldings, intui on-building devices that can be

discarded when the solid building (internalizing iden fica on strategies) is finished

Graphical models can also be used as abstrac ons, to build nega ve templates: representa ve

failures of iden fica on a empts. Some examples:

U

M YD

Research ques on: Can we use police ad-

ministra ve records to es mate racial discrim-

ina on in policing? Diagnosis: Target quan-

ty unclear, collider bias es ma ng direct ef-

fect of race even within selected sample of

stops. Proposal: The authors propose a bias-

correc on method, a bounding procedure, and

a design that is not affected by the iden fied

problems. References: Knox et al. (2020) dis-

cussing Antonovics and Knight (2009), Fryer

(2018, 2019), Johnson (2019), and Ridgeway

(2006)

X

Z C

Y

Research ques on: Is intergenera onal mobil-

ity higher among college graduates than non

graduates? Diagnosis: Current es mates suf-

fer from collider bias (condi oning on C , col-
lege comple on), thus distor ng es mates of

intergenera onal mobility (X → Y ). Proposal:
Residual balancing, a method to break the link

betweenZ (joint determinants ofC and Y ) and
college comple on (C) before condi oning on
C , for unbiased es ma on of X → Y . Ref-

erences: Zhou (2019) discussing Hout (1984,

1988) Breen (2010) Che y et al. (2017) Pfef-

fer and Hertel (2015), and Torche (2011)

Building DAGs bottom-up

A step-by-step guide of building DAGs “bo om-up”, star ng from the assump ons hidden in a

research design.

1. From the reading of a par cular study, construct the DAG induc vely:

What variables are being included in the analysis?

What rela onships between variables are being assumed?

2. If the exercise of reverse-engineering the implied model provides ambiguous results:

Build a set of models compa ble to the informa on provided by the authors.

(This could be an equivalent class or a group of incompa ble models)

3. Evaluate the iden fica on argument:

Is the quan ty of interest iden fied under the authors’ own model?

4. Assess the credibility of the assump ons encoded in the resul ng model:

a. Assess the credibility ”internally”:

is there any missing rela onship between the variables already included?

Does this change the conclusions?

b. Asses the credibility ”externally”:

is there any missing variable that should have been included?

Does this change the conclusions?

5. If necessary, build an alterna ve diagram:

Taking into account the results from the model cri cism exercise men oned above.

6. Systema cally derive testable implica ons of the compe ng models:

Which variables should be (condi onally) independent or ”balanced” if the model is true?

7. Test the compa bility of the model to the observed data and results:

This includes conduc ng sensi vity analysis and falsifica on tests.

8. Update and repeat.

Table 1. Proposed steps to build DAGs induc vely

Depending on the circumstances, one might need to follow a subset of steps:

For researchers when conduc ng an observa onal study, steps 1-7 are ideal to provide a

transparent account of the empirical analysis

For reviewers when assessing the evidence of a research piece, steps 1-4, and ideally 5,

would promote frui ul exchanges with authors

For the scien fic community as a whole, step 8 is core of developing the literature.

Example 1: Sharkey et al (2017)

U

CNP Crime

Funds

ONP

X

Instrumental Variable se ng from Sharkey

et al. (2017): The variables are: availabil-

ity of funding (Funds), community nonprofits

(CNP), other nonprofits (ONP), registered vi-

olent crime (Crime), and unobserved common

factors between CNP and Crime (U ). Control
variables in X are: popula on density, ethnic

composi on, educa onal composi on, sex by

age composi on, immigra on percentage, un-

employment, and occupa onal composi on.

U

CNP Crime

Funds

ONP

L1

(A) The (unobserved) instrument shares a com-

mon cause with the outcome. For example,

poli cal orienta on of the local government

could affect funds available for community or-

ganiza on and policing programs simultane-

ously.

U

CNP Crime

Funds

ONP

Lt�1

(B) The instrument, the surrogate instrument

and the treatment share a common cause with

the outcome. For example, previous levels of

community involvement could affect the avail-

ability of funds and have a direct effect on

crime.

U

CNP Crime

Funds

ONP

M1

(C) An hypothe cal mechanism M1 that medi-
ates the (indirect) effect of Other Nonprofits

on Crime. For example, building a local com-

munity and increasing social capital.

U

CNP Crime

Funds

ONP

M1

(D) If the mechanism is shared between all

Community Nonprofit and Other Nonprofits,

condi oning on the mechanism do not solve

the problem, inducing collider bias.

Example 2: Rauscher (2016)

U2

E D

U1

O

C T

RDD on me se ng from Rauscher (2016):

Data genera ng graph: Cohort (C) is associ-

ated with educa onal a ainment (E) through

educa onal expansion, with a ained socioe-

conomic status (D) through labor market ex-

perience, and other social and economic me

trends (T) that affec ng mobility.

U2

E D

U1

O

C T

Limi ng graph: In a narrowwindowaround the

cohort cutoff for exposure (C), it is expected

that cohort becomes unrelated with social des-

na on (D) and mobility me trends (T), except

for its effect on educa on (E). Cohort becomes

a valid IV.

U2

E D D*

U1

O

C T

Threat: If social des na on (D) is measured at

different points in me (D*) depending on the

cohort, then cohort will not be a valid instru-

ment anymore.

Conclusions

Actual empirical research do not perfectly maps into research templates (canonical

iden fica on strategies)

Classifying research according to an ideal template can be misleading, obscuring causal

assump ons and signaling credibility instead of pu ng them forward for cri cal

examina on

Using DAGs to express schema c research templates falls short in exploi ng the expressive

power of graphical models

DAGs can help to understand how a par cular se ng deviates from the ideal template,

improving research design and analysis

When using DAGs, one doesn’t need to commit ex ante to a full model of the DGP; these

models naturally grow in every empirical applica on and can be reconstructed induc vely
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